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0. INTRODUCTION 
Given aproper prime ideal P in a Noetherian ri g R let PC”) denote the 
nth symbolic power of P, i.e., P (n) = R n P”R, (the P-primary component 
of P”). 
In [4] a criteria is developed inorder to establish f the equality 
P” = Pen) holds when R is adomain. Now, let R be a polynomial ring over 
a field k,in [7, p. 291 an example is given for P* # PC*) where Pc R = 
k[X, Y, Z] is a prime ideal defining a curve, R/P is therefore Cohen- 
Macaulay. Hochster asks [4] whether some strong condition on the 
quotient ring R/P (e.g., Gorenstein) might guarantee the quality. 
In this paper we show that he condition P2 =PC*) is acondition on the 
quotient ring B= R/P. That is, given two polynomial rings R,R’ and exact 
sequences O+P-+R-+B+O, O-+Q+R’-+B-+O then P2=Pc2) if and 
only if Qz = Qc2). 
We begin this section by recalling the concept ofhigher derivations and 
their use in the characterization of symbolic powers of a prime ideal [9]. 
All rings considered arecommutative with unit element. 
1.1. Higher derivations [6] 
DEFINITION. Suppose R and k are scalar rings, and suppose that R is a 
k-algebra. Assume M is an R-module. An n-derivation overkfrom R to M 
is ak-linear function L, from R to M such that: 
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(1) for each sequence a(O),..., a(n)in R, 
L,(a(O). . . a(n)) 
=i$l (-lY+l[ C a(jl)...fUi) 
j1-c ... -zjl 
xL,(a(O)...a(j,)...a(j,)...a(n)) 1 
and 
(2) L,(l)=O. 
With the same notation as before consider the exact sequence 
0-Z(R/K)-R@RAR-0 
k 
(p(a@b)=a*b). 
DEFINITION. Give R @k R the left R-module structure. D fine T: R + 
Z( R/k) T(r) = 10 r - r @ 1, 8: Z( R/k) + Z( R/k)/Z( R/k)” + ’ = P( R/k) the 
canonical map and 7’“: R + On+ ‘(R/k), T”(a) = 0( T(a)). 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose R and k are scalar rings where R is ak-algebra. 
Suppose M is an R-module, and assume that L is an-derivation over kfrom 
R to M. The k-linear m pT” is an n-derivation over k, and there exists a uni- 
que R-homomorphism h: !X’(R/k) + M such that h9 T” = L. Conversely tfhis 
a R-homomorphism fro Q”(R/k) to M, then h. T” is an n-derivation over k. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.1. Zf s is an multiplicative closed subset ofR containing 
1 and not containing 0, then Q”(R3/k) = R, OR Q”(R/k). 
PROPOSITION 1.1.2. If R = k[x, ..., x,]is a finitely generated k-algebra 
then the R-module SZ”(RJk) isgenerated by the monomials in T”x, ,.., T”x, of 
total degree at most n. Zf{x ,,..., x,} are independent variables over k then 
P(R/k) is freely generated by these monomials. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.3. Given asurjection 0: R + R of k-algebras, Z= ker 8, 
we obtain a natural exact sequence of R-modules, 
a @ Z/P + ’ + R @ Q”(R/k) + Q’(R/k) + 0. 
R R 
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1.2. Now, let k denote afield of characteristic zero,S a localization 
at a regular closed point of a finitely generated k-algebra, P aprime ideal 
of the local ring (S, m) and X= (xi,..., x,} a regular system of parameters 
at the local ring S. 
DEFINITION. Givenfo S and X = {xi,..., x,} as above, we define J;(f) to 
be the ideal in S spanned by 
i 
day- 
axo;u, . ..ax;(r) i 
06 Ial =a(l)+ ... +a(r)<n . 
I 
LEMMA 1.2 [9]. With the notation given above 
PC”) = {f/J; (f) c P}. 
Proof: Suppose that S/P is a regular local ring and consider as an 
additional hypothesis that for some t 6 r P= (x, ,..., x,). Let now S= 
KC lx, ..*, x,1] (K = S/m) and P denote the completions ofS and P at m. 
A simple argument shows that PC’) n S= P@) and at S:~E PC”’ = p if 
and only if ala’j@x;(i). . . ~x;(‘)E P for each IX = (a(l),..., a(r)) such that 
O<lal=a(l)+ ... + a(r) <n; i.e., J;(f) c P. 
Now 52”- ‘(S/k) is known to be a free S-module and the monomials in 
{ T”x, ..., TX,} of total degree at most n - 1 form a basis. 
Fix f~ S and S= S/( f ), from Proposition 1.1.3 we conclude that 
J’!(f). S is a Fitting invariant ideal corresponding to sZ”(S/k) [1] and is 
therefore independent of2. We may then neglect our additional hypothesis 
and the lemma is proved if S/P is regular. 
Denote Z= Spec(S), x0 E Z the closed point and X the integral sub- 
scheme of Z with generic point P. 
Let Z’ +n Z be an embedded resolution of singularities of X with strict 
transform x’ c Z’ ([2]), let y0 be a closed point at X’ n np ‘(x,,), 
S’= ozf,.,, i = S -+ S’, the corresponding clution oflocal rings and P’ the 
generic point of x’ at S’ (the strict transform ofP). 
Now both S and S’ are regular local rings of the same dimension, let 
then x = {xi ,..., x,}and jj = { y, ,..., ,v?> be regular system of parameters at
S and S’ respectively. Fix an element fg P and construct the ideals 
J;(f) c S and J$i(f)) c S’. 
Since S//P’ is a regular local ring we have shown that i(f) EP’(,) if and 
only if .T!(i(f)) c P’. On the other hand, since rc is an isomorphism at P 
([2 J), the inclusion i:S+ S’ induces an isomorphism i: S, -+ sip, so that 
f~ P@) if and only if i(f) EP’(“). 
It suffices therefore to prove that J’!(f) c P if and only if .P!(i(f)) c P’. 
We shall furthermore show that J’!(f). S,= f!(i(f)) S>.. 
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Let S= S/( f ), s’ = s’/( i(f )) and consider the exact sequences, 
(f)/(f)“-% S@SZ*-‘(S/k)- LF1(S/k)- 0, 
(i(f))/(i(f))“~ S’@CF1(S’/k)- G?“-l(S’/k)- 0.
The middle terms are free modules with basis given by monomials in 
(TX,; .. . TX,} and { Ty, ,..., Ty,), respectively, of total degree smaller then 
n. An easy computation shows that he ideal in S(s) spanned by the coor- 
dinates of elements of img a (img j?) is J’$f )S (.Z’!(i(f))s). 
Since S, QsS=SF Qss s’ we get Sp@)SG?n-l(S/k)=S>s O  
S2”-r(S’/k)and S,QsSQsQ”-‘(S/k)=&. Oss’ OsQ”-‘(S’/k). Since 
Fitting ideals are well defined independently of the resolution 
J~(f)S,o,s=J~(i(f))S~,o~sandthereforeJ~(f)S,=J~(i(f))S~,as 
was to be shown. 
1.3. Let k, s and P be as before, R = S/P with quotient field K.
Given an ideal ZC S define S1 = S[Zt] = SO I@ f 0 a*. , with the 
natural grading; the integral c osure of S, in its total quotient ring, say S,, 
is again a graded ring. 
The integral c osure of the ideal Zis denoted as I and defined as [S, 1, 
(the subgroup of homogeneous degree one elements in S,), clearly Z cZ. An 
ideal Zis said to be integrally c osed if I= 1 
Let T be any valuation ring containing S,a contraction t  S of an ideal 
in T is called a valuation ideal of S. Valuation ideals are integrally c osed. 
ClOl. 
Since S, is a regular ring there is a unique valuation ring U in its 
quotient field, a discrete valuation ring, with a valuation extending the 
order at P for elements at SP. The symbolic powers of P are therefore 
valuation ideals and consequently integrally c osed. 
PROPOSITION 1.3 [ 111. The following conditions are quivalent: 
(1) P”=P’“‘for any nEN. 
(2) grP(S) is an integral domain. 
(3) grP(S) is a torsion free R-module, 
(4) Zf W +n Z = Spec(S) corresponds to the blowing upof S at P and 
X is the reduced subscheme of Z with generic point P, then W is projectively 
normal over Z and 6 ‘(X) consists of only one irreducible component. 
Proof First, we shall sketch the equivalence of(1 ), (2), and (3) and 
then the equivalence of these with (4). 
Since S, is regular, grPSP(SP) is a polynomial ring and therefore an 
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integral domain. Now S, OS grp(S) = grpsp(Sp) = K 0 R grp(S) so the 
equivalence of (2) and (3) is clear. 
(3) * (1) The torsion ideal is the kernel of grp(S) -+ grPSp(SP) and the 
injectivity of such map implies (1). Even though this is actually an 
equivalence wegive the following proof of the converse. 
(1) C- (3) Since T: S + R OS sZ”(S/k) isan n-derivation over k, given 
(jo,..., j, > c s 
T(j,,...,j,J 
=C (-l)‘+’ C j~,,,.‘.j,(i,T(jo...j,(l)...j,(i).”j,), 
r(l)< ‘.’ <r(i) 
and therefore vanishes atP”+ ‘. Moreover, the induced map from P”/P*+’ 
to R OS Q”(S) is an R-morphism, in fact, given {j, ..., jn}c P and j, E S, 
Rio 9, . . *j,) =j, T(j, .. . j,). If pn+ ’ = PcH+ I’ Lemma 1.2 shows that this 
map is injective andPnlPn+’ becomes a submodule of a free R-module so 
the assertion is proved. 
(1) * (4) As shown before, ach PC”) is a valuation ideal and therefore 
integrally closed; a simple argument shows that S’= SO PC’)@ PC’)@ 
p(3)@ . . . is integrally c osed in its quotient field. Byassumption S, = S’ so 
W= proj(b,) isa projectively normal S-scheme. 
Since x-l(X) is scheme theoretically isomorphic to Proj(gr,(S)), our
second assertion follows from (2). 
(4) * (1) On the normal scheme W the associated primes of the prin- 
cipal sheaves of ideals P”0, are height one primes, each corresponding to 
a discrete valuation ring. 
Now these associated primes are in a one-to-one correspondence with 
the nonirredundant ssociated primes of P”S, in S,. 
Note that S, OS PS, is a prime ideal in S, OS S,, in fact he quotient 
ring is grpsp(Sp). 
Let Q c S be the induced prime associated to PS,, the corresponding 
height one prime at OW corresponds to the discrete valuation ring U men- 
tioned before (1.2). 
According toour second hypothesis this is the only associated prime for 
P”Ow and it follows then that at the sheaf 0, we obtain the equality 
P”0 w = PC”‘0 ,+, for each n E N. 
Now z: W+ Z being proper, W locally normal, P”0, and P(“)O, 
invertible sh aves at 0 W implies that F = r(P”O W) and PC”) = r( PC”)0 w) 
[3] then PC”)=?! 
dur first hypothesis asserts hat S, is normal or equivalently P” = P” for 
each n, so PC”) c ;p?” = P”. The other inclusion isclear. 
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2 
2.1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, S and S’ localizations of 
finitely generated k-algebras tregular closed points, let P c (S, m) and 
P’ c (9, m’) be prime ideals and assume furthermore that S/P= S/P’. 
Under these hypothesis we wish to prove that P* 1 PC’) if and only if 
(P’)2 = (P’)@). 
We begin by recalling results on extensions ofalgebras. As before all 
rings are unitary and if k+ S is a map of unitary rings Q(S/k) will denote 
the module sZ’(S/k) offirst order differentials. 
2.2.1. Extensions: [S, 81. 
DEFINITION. Given two rings k and A, k + A a morphism of ring and 
M an A-module, we define an extension asan exact sequence 
O-M-L-GA-O. 
where L is a k-algebra, p amorphism of k-algebras andi(M) an ideal such 
that i(M)’ =0. 
Given two extensions a below we say that they are isomorphic if a 
morphism 13 of k-algebras exists such that both squares commute 
O-M-E-A-O 
If such 8 exists itis clearly unique and also an isomorphism. Ex(A/k, M) 
denotes the isomorphism classes ofsuch extensions. 
Changes of rings. Given a k-algebra morphism cp: A’ --) A, M becomes 
an A/-module and for any extension [E] = 0 -+ M + E * A --+ 0 we define 
cp,( [El): 0--f M + L + A’ + 0 the extension fA’ obtained by taking the 
tibre product. This application respects equivalence classes and defines a 
map ‘p*: Ex(A/k, M) + Ex(A’/k, M). 
Change of modules. Let M and N be two A-module and cp: M + N an 
A-module morphism. Define cp *: Ex(A/k, M) + Ex(A/k, N) by sending an 
extensionO+M+L+A-+O to O+N+E+A+O, where Eis the tibre 
sum of L and N over M, and i: N-P E is the natural inclusion. 
Remark. If a: M + M is defined as a(m) = -m, then, for agiven exten- 
sion [El: 0 --t M _ti E + A -+ 0 the extension tl*( [E] ) is isomorphic to 
O+M+ (-l).id E --+ A + 0 which we denote as [-El. 
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Module structure. Given V,: A + A@ A the diagonal map, A,w: 
MO M -+ A4 (A,(m,, m2) = m, + m2) and two extensions: 
[El: O-+M-+E-+A+O, 
[E’]: O-+M-+E’+A+O, 
we have [J]: O-+M@M+E@E’+A@3A+O in Ex(A@A/k, MOM) 
and A*(V,[J]) =V,(A,[J]) EEx(A/k, M) defines a sum in Ex(A/k, M). 
The class of the trivial extension D(M): 0 -+ M + A 0 M + A --t 0 is the 
trivial e ement and C-E] is the inverse of [El. Moreover, given GLE A, 
if M +dl M denotes mulitplication by ~1, then Ex(A/k, M) becomes an 
A-module defining a.[E] to be the class of a*( [El). 
2.2.2. Let A, k be rings and k + A a morphism, there is a 
polynomial ring P = k[X], an ideal JC P and an exact sequence 
O-J-P&A-O, 
where x is a k-algebra morphism. This induces an exact sequence of 
A-modules: 
J/J’ + A @ Q(P/k) + IR(A/k) + 0. 
P 
For any A-module M let T’(A/k, M) be an A-module (modulo 
isomorphism) such that he sequence 
0 + Hom,(Q(A/k), M) -+ Hom,(Q(P/k), M) 
-+ Hom,(J/J2, M) 4 T’(A/k, M) --, 0 
is exact. 
Now for any extension [,C]: 0 + M --+ 9 + A + 0, consider any lifting r 
of id. z
O-J-P&A-O 
I 1; Iid 
O-M-2’- A -0 
and let ube the restriction of t to J. Since M2 = 0 these morphisms induce 
the diagram 
O-J/J”- P/J’- A -0 
1 1 1 
O-M-9-A-O. 
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The map u E Hom(J/J’, M) is not uniquely determined for [IL] because it 
depends on the lifting r, however, any two such liftings differ in an element 
of Hom.(SZ(P/k), M) = Der,(P, M) [S] so there is a well defined map 
a: Ex(A/k, M) + T’(A/k, M). 
Given now 6~ T’(A/k, M), if 0 lifts to u E Hom(J/J’, M) let j?(C) E 
Ex(A/k, M) be the class of the extension *[O --) J/J* + P/J* + A + 01. 
tl and fi are both A-linear maps and inverse ofeach other. 
COROLLARY. Given two resolutions as before 0+ J-t P + A -+ 0, 
0 + J’ + P’ -+ A -+ 0 and an A-module M,then the modules T’(A/k, M) con- 
structed foreach one are isomorphic. 
From the exact sequence 0 --t J + P -+ A + 0 we obtain J/J* +d 
A@ Ql(P/k) + R’(A/k) + 0. Recall that he middle t rm is a.free A-module, 
let K= Img d and M be an A-module. We obtain the following exact and 
commutative diagram 
0 + Hom,(Q(A/k), M) -P Hom,(Q(P/k), M) --+ Hom,(J/J’, M) -B T’(A/k, M) -+ 0 
\ / 
Hom(K, M) 
\ 
(2.3) 
Ext’(SZ(A/k), M  
2.3.1. Now, we wish to study the A-linear map from 
Ext ‘(sZ( A/k), M) to T’( A/k, M) that arises from diagram (2.3). First, we 
shall construct a map l? Ext’(Q(A/k), M  -+ T’(A/k, M) and then show 
that his is the natural map. 
Let E:O-+M-+N +‘p SZ(A/k) + 0 correspond to an element of 
Ext’(Q(A/k), M , we construct an extension: [E]: 0 --f M--t AON + 
A@ Q(A/k) --) 0, @(a, b) = (a, q(b)), both A @N and .4 @Q(A/k) with the 
trivial ring structure. 
Now, consider the exact sequence 
0 - I/I* - A @ A/I* A A - 0, p(a@b)=a.b 
k 
and the sections 0,s: A + A Blk A/I*. s(a) = a @ 1 which ultimately define 
the k-algebra isomorphism 6 = (A @.k A)/12 4 A 0 I/I’, 6(a@b)= 
(a @I l)(b @ 1 + (1 @b - b @ 1)) (Recall that I/I’ = Q(A/k) inherits he left 
A-module structure of A Ok A). And 0(a) = 10 a. 
481/103/l-18 
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Given EE Ext’(O(A/k), M  as before, define T(E) = 8,( [I?]) E 
T’(A/k, M). 
Remark. r(Z) is the trivial element in T’(A/k, M) if and only if there is 
a lifting I of 0 in the diagram 
A 
7-i 
If p2 denotes projection on the second coordinate, hen p2& A -+ L?(A/k) 
is the universal derivation and P2Z is a derivation too, so an A-linear map 
is defined from ~&4/k) to N. An easy computation shows that in this case 
E is already trivial in Ext’(O(A/k), M .
LEMMA 2.3.1. The map I? Ext’(Q(A/k), M  --+ T’(A/k, M) ju.sr defined is
the A-linear map that natlrrally arises from diagram (2.3). 
Proof: Fix an exact sequence 0-+ .J+ P --F~ A -+ 0, P = k[xl] a 
polynomial ring and cp a k-algebra m p, let a, = Cp(Xj,). 
Given an extension EE Ext’(SZ(/f/k), M), 
E: O---+M--+N~S2(A/k)---+O 
choose n, cz N such that a(n).) = da).. Define y: A BP Q(P/k) -+ N such that 
y(dx,) = n,. 
Since the square in the diagram 
J/J’ - A @ f-2( P/k) - &?(A/k) - 0 
’ [y Iid 
O-M- N -5 .n(A/k) - 0 
commutes, amap LIZ Hom(J,J2, N) is defined and the class of this map in 
T’(A,/k, M) is the image of E via the natural map that arises from (2.3). 
According toour procedure (the construction of f) we take 
(I--+ M---+ A@N--‘3AOB(A/k)2:AOA/1*- 0, 
8: A + A@ A/I2 (@(a)= 1@a), and define T(E)=E’ as the fibre product. 
Say E’:O-+M-+L-+A-rO, then Lc(A@N)xA. Note that the pairs 
[I@,, n,d, a,l EL, in fact 
7(a,, n,) = ad + da, = I @a = q$ai.). 
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We define now j?: P + L as the k-algebra map such that P(x~) =
[(a,, nl), U~]. Since the middle coordinate of/I is a derivation the 
module N, B(x~) = (a,, IZ~, al) and nz = ydx,, a, = rp(xz), itis clear then 
that /I(f) = (q(f), ydf, p(f)) for any element fe P. 
All three coordinates of /I vanish at J2. The commutative square in the 
diagram 
0 - J/J= - P/J= - A - 0 
ID Iid 
0-M-L - A -0 
defines a map BE Hom,(J/J’, M). 
A direct computation left to the reader shows that B coincides with the 
map 7 defined before. Since E’ = f(E) is defined by B our assertion is
proved. 
2.4. We have now enough elements to state without proofs the 
following results. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The map r: Ext’(Q(A/k), ) + T’(A/k, ) is a map of 
additive functors. LetH(A/k, ) be the cokernel ofr, the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) There is a resolution 0 -+ J+ k[xi,] --f A + 0 such that the 
sequence 0 4 JJJ2 + A OkCx, Q(k[x]/k) + SZ(A/k) -+0 is exact. 
(ii) H( A/k, M) = 0 for any A-module M. 
(iii) For any resolution 0 -+ J + k[x,] -+ A -+ 0 the sequence 
0 + J/J’ -+ A @ Q(k[x]/k) + O(A/k) + 0 is exact. 
2.5. 
Remark. An important fact on the construction of the A-modules 
T’(A/k, M), H(A/k, M) and the map r for a given k-algebra A and an 
A-module M, has relied on the fact hat for a polynomial ring P= k[x,] 
the P-module Q(k[x]/k) is free and admits {dx,} as a basis. 
If S is the localization of a finitely generated k-algebra ata regular closed 
point and k is a field of characteristic zero then a similar ssertion holds 
when {x1} is replaced by a regular system of parameters {x1,..., x,}. 
Let then k, S, s’, P, P’ be as in 2.1 and R = S/P ‘v S/P’ then: 
THEOREM 2.5. With the notation a d hypothesis of 2.1, P2 = PC” if and 
only if (P’)= (P’)(*). 
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Proof: Consider the resolution fR: [r]: 0 + P -+ S + R --+ 0, from 
Lemma 1.2 we know that P2 = PC’) if and only if the sequence 0 -+ P/P2 -+ 
R OS @S/k) + Q(R/k) -+ 0 is exact. Applying now Proposition 2.4 and 
Remark 2.5 we conclude that such exactness i independent ofthe par- 
ticular resolution [r]. 
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